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BY MARY GOSTELOW

Maureen O’Hara, who was 92 at the time, turned
up in person at the Tribute to the Maureen O’Hara
celebration in Winterset, Iowa, in May, 2013, but
her fans were in Ireland by the thousands in October 2013 for the unveiling of a statue in Cong,
County Mayo, showing her with John Wayne. A
mile away is the stunning Ashford Castle, which
boasts “excellence since 1228.” This 350-acre
estate is now owned by Stanley and Bea Tollman,
CHAMPAGNE SUITE / THE NEW YORK PALACE

PALATIAL REFRESH

the brains behind the luxury Red Carnation hotel
collection. Of the 83 bedrooms, the one with the

The New York Palace celebrated its 21st anniversary in 2013 with a $140 million present: A

best views is 410, looking south over medieval

full renovation. The cherries on top of the cake—on the 53rd floor to be exact—are two recently

garden walls to Lough Corrib and Connemara

unveiled specialty suites, each boasting 5,000 square feet of sumptuous space spread across

mountains. Guests can perfect Orvis fishing, fal-

three floors at The Towers, an exclusive hotel-within-the-hotel. The Jewel Suite by Martin

conry, shooting, and playing the Eddie Hackett-

Katz, designed as a collaboration between legendary jeweler Katz and design firm BBG-BB-

designed golf course.

GM, stays true to its name: Jewel-tone finishes accent Art Deco furnishings dressed in silver

Getting around Ireland is a challenge, even for

velvet, while a “diamond waterfall” chandelier and crystal boxes encasing jewels by Katz add

experienced rural drivers. Put yourself in the ca-

sparkling flourishes throughout. Equally as stunning is the Champagne Suite, another triplex

pable hands of Bruno Schmidt, the talented Bel-

accommodation that captures the intoxication of the libation via a palette that mimics the hues

gian chef who gave up his Michelin star at Park

of its varietals: The soft cream tones of chardonnay mix palatably well with the deep-red tints

Hotel Kenmare to set up Pro Bus and Car Luxury

of pinot noir. Here, Midtown Manhattan takes center stage as floor-to-ceiling windows flood the

Touring. His cars, with skilled raconteur drivers,

rooms, including a dark wood library and a grand parlor, with sunlight and striking cityscapes

are all tracked from his Dublin headquarters, and

that are best enjoyed from the third-floor terrace (equipped with a Jacuzzi and private bar)

he can also plan your itinerary. Bruno might sug-

with—what else?—a glass of champagne in hand. (Both suites start from $25,000 a night.)

gest other fabulous historic castles, say the 450-

Contact: General Manager David Chase, (212) 888-7000; info@nypalace.com;

acre Dromoland Castle Hotel & Country Estate,

www.newyorkpalace.com

eight miles from Shannon International Airport.
This 99-room beauty, which includes 14 suites,
is much newer. Although the building goes back

EAST MEETS (NORTH) WEST

to 1014, then rebuilt in the 16th century, it only

The pastel landscape of San Francisco inspires a hazy romance, its undulating hills layered with a

opened as a hotel in 1963. Here, the golf course

fog-ensconced patina of “flower power” nostalgia. The perfect perch to admire the acid-trip beauty

is by JB Carr and Ron Kirby, and activities include

of the town’s skyline is the Oriental Suite at the Mandarin Oriental, San Francisco. The sky-high,

archery and driving a pony and trap.

2,000-square-foot accommodation, situated on the 38th floor of the Financial District-located hotel,

Coming even closer to the present are Pro Bus

is dressed in a palette of soft blues to reflect the city by the bay’s seaside location. A collection of

and Car Luxury Touring’s two Dublin partners. At

contemporary artwork and bespoke furnishings, including a Warren Platner-designed mid-century

the classic 123-room center-city Merrion, which

dining table that seats four, captures an imaginative spirit intrinsic to San Francisco. The marble-

also features nine suites, discerning travelers

clad master bath comes with Molton Brown amenities and boasts

book the 2,800-square-foot Penthouse Suite,

a walk-in rain shower and an oversized Jacuzzi tub, the ideal dou-

with its 1,000-square-foot roof terrace with a ce-

ble indulgence for two ($6,000 a night).

dar wood hot tub and private elevator—and they

ORIENTAL SUITE /
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, SAN FRANCISCO

The opulence extends to the Spa at Mandarin Oriental, an inti-

reserve ahead for the Michelin-starred Restau-

mate space featuring four spacious treatment suites that recently

rant Patrick Guilbaud in the hotel. The privately

incorporated famed Spanish skincare brand Natura Bissé into its

owned hotel makes a feature of its outstand-

therapies. Après treatment, order the property’s signature gin-

ing Irish art collection, including sculptures of

laced Springtime on Mt. Tam cocktail and retire to the Oriental

James Joyce and two paintings by Yeats. Four

Suite’s massive terrace, where panoramic views bookended by the

Seasons Dublin, in a slightly more rural suburb,

Bay and Golden Gate Bridges encompass the glittering city harbor,

has an impressive contemporary Irish art collec-

lonely Alcatraz, and the verdant hills of Sausalito, a vista that will

tion, as well. Bought by the Monte Carlo-based

leave no recourse but for you to leave your heart in San Francisco.

Livingstone brothers in 2011, the best of the

Contact: General Manager Donald Bowman, (415) 276-9888;

197 rooms are on upper floors with views of

dbowman@mohg.com; www.mandarinoriental.com/sanfrancisco

Dublin Bay.
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